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ABSTRACT 

Science and technology have consistently been driving part of life. It fills in as the answer for the incredulity of psyche. Youth are the eventual fate of the country 

and for their empowerment, technological sync is must. They ought to be educated with the science and technology as a piece of their elementary education so 

that when they grow up they have a reasonable comprehension of technologies. It is vital that foster a curious brain so they can scrutinize the happenings and act 

suitably, this perspective is enabled by joined job of science and technology. Science and technology are the sheer foundations of youth, by implication are the 

foundations of countries' turn of events and headway. The aim of the study is to investigate how Innovation and Technology empowers present day Youth. 

Keywords: Technology, Youth, Impact, Transformation etc.  

Introduction 

Innovation and technology implies the Machinery and gear created from the use of logical information. It's the part of information that arrangements 

with the creation and utilization of specialized means and their interrelation with life, society, and the climate, drawing upon such subjects as industrial 

arts, designing, applied science, and unadulterated science. Technology has helped hugely to help admittance to a lot of information and has upheld 

changes that have changed our lives for eternity. The innovative capacity of youths, got together with the power of innovation, is currently winding up 

being an astonishing force set out toward achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. 

 

Today, youth effectively add to the production of new positions, economic empowerment of helpless gatherings, the advancement  of better wellbeing 

frameworks and admittance to comprehensive and quality education. A technological unrest is a period where at least one innovation is supplanted by 

another, novel technology in a short measure of time. It is a time of sped up technological progress portrayed by new innovations whose quick 

application and diffusion normally cause an unexpected change in the public eye. Throughout the long term, technology has upset our reality and day to 

day routines. Furthermore, technology for seniors has made astounding devices and assets, putting helpful data readily available. With these 

revolutions, innovation has likewise made our lives simpler, quicker, better, and more fun. 

Technology regularly presents youth with issues, and assists them with figuring out how to decide and take care of those issu es. Games and applications 

on tablets or smartphones can help give youth the training they need to discover accomplishment not too far off. Technology isn't innately fortunate or 

unfortunate; it's the way of life we work around it and the manner in which we use it. With the right guidelines, technologies worked around hoarding 

information could be utilized to altogether improve lives. Technology furnishes present day youth with simple to-get to information, sped up learning, 

and fun freedoms to rehearse what they realize. It empowers students to investigate new subjects and extend their comprehension of troublesome ideas. 

Empowerment Technologies is a specific module intended to give students the establishment of information and abilities expected to prevail in 

conditions that require the utilization of PC and the Internet. Alternate ways technology supposedly has a beneficial outcome on society incorporate 

expanded information and comprehension, upgrades in industry and occupations and an interconnectedness of the world because of globalization. 

Research Objectives 

 To analyse how Technology empowers Youth. 

 To identify the Technological initiatives of the world for youth empowerment. 

 To discuss how Technology transforms society. 

Methodology 

The article follows descriptive and analytical method  and the significant lump of information is gathered from the secondary sources, for example, 

paper reports, articles, and reports of different national and international agencies. 
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How can technology help? 

1. UNICEF's Innovation Labs consider technology as a basic part of an excursion, showing damaged and weak youth that they can make their own 

reality. While we are not fostering any technologies, we are making the space to place youth in the driving seat of innovation and inventiveness. 

Technology creation is the vehicle by which we can uphold youth on an excursion to feel in charge of their own predetermination, and to 

effectively connect with them in their networks. We realize that empowerment isn't sufficient. At the point when youth leave the lab environment, 

on the off chance that they don't have the chance to utilize their skills, we may really have done mischief by raising assumptions and afterward 

neglecting to convey. The last part of the journey, hence, is to give the empowering climate to youth to draw in with technology creation expertly. 

2. An innovative UNESCO initiative that intends to draw in a minimum amount of young individuals to procure essential technical abilities and 

certainty to create, advance, and sell locally pertinent mobile applications (Apps) that address nearby issues of sustainable development. 

Dispatched in 2014 by the Communication and Information Sector of UNESCO, the Youth Mobile Initiative looks to show that programming 

versatile applications can be fun and requires distinctive ranges of abilities and thoughts. 

3. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the United Nations particular agency for Information and Communication Technology 

(ICTs), attempts to guarantee youngsters are protected when they are on the web. Cooperating with RErights.org from the Western Sydney 

University in Australia, and in organization with UNICEF's Voices of Youth and Digitally Connected, we have dispatched a public conference on 

digital abilities for youth. 

Initiatives 

1. World youth report  

One of the current projects conveyed by Taking IT Global is Adobe Youth Voices (AYV). The objective of Adobe Youth Voices is to 

effectively connect under-served youth in contemplating neighbourhood and worldwide issues through the making of sight and sound fine 

art. Youngsters are presented to a wide scope of worldwide issues through AYV going from environmental change and natural deb asement to 

social personality, sexual orientation balance, and admittance to education. Taking IT Global gives online training and backing to educators 

overall who then, at that point, convey neighbourhood youth media projects like AYV in their communities  

2. World bank  

Save the Children's lead youth employment program "Skills to Succeed" is likewise trying and refining computerized answers for help engage 

youth to turn out to be expertly fruitful. Since the course of configuration is just about as significant as the item you create, Save the Children, 

along with accomplices like Accenture, made a deliberate, human-trotted configuration based advanced improvement process. 

3. Digital India 

India likewise took the technological initiative for engaging youth and made a strong arrangement for example digital India. The focuses 

objective behind the dispatch of digital India is fortifying the youth and the nation all in all through technological implies.  

4. UNDPYouth and technology can change the world: 

As a client of digital stages and an expert in the communications field, I perceive how rapidly and successfully innovation has opened entryways, 

associated individuals from distant networks with the equivalent interests, and gave new freedoms to ladies, defenceless gatherings and 

particularly to youngsters. Technology has helped massively to help admittance to a lot of information and has upheld changes that have changed 

our lives until the end of time. The creative capability of young individuals, joined with the force of technology, is now ending up an amazing 

power headed straight toward accomplishing the Sustainable Development Goals. Today, youth effectively add to the formation of new positions, 

monetary strengthening of defenceless gatherings, the advancement of better wellbeing frameworks and admittance to comprehensive and quality 

education. The following are five stories where vanguard innovation, imaginative thoughts and young and energetic visionaries interweave to 

give life to improvement drives that are changing the world.Youth can play a huge role in bringing about the world we want by 2030- a world of 

peace, prosperity and inclusion, leaving no one behind.   

Transformation 

The beyond couple of many years have been set apart by an uncommon size of technological innovation, which has upset homes, work environments, 

medicine, transportation, communication, guard, and then some. These advancements incredibly add to the financial, social, and political improvement 

of nations. For youngsters, the tremendous entrance of mobile phones and Internet access has changed the manner in which we impart and is a 

characterizing element of our age. Admittance to the Internet engages everybody, and to young individuals it offers expanded freedoms to partake in 

local area life and make your voice heard. Absence of a dependable Internet connection actually keeps many individuals from getting to important 

freedoms and data. It's our obligation to push for reasonable Internet access for all and raise awareness about online safety and responsible digital 

citizenship. 

How technology ‘Empowers’ Youth? 

1. Remember and include youth for dynamic decision making.  

2. Honour the youth voice.  

3. Comprehend and carry out their fair assessments and thoughts.  
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4. Offer your grown-up force and advantage to make the local area a superior spot for both youngsters and grown-ups the same. 

Technology also affects youth in different ways: 

1. Depression and Anxiety 

2. Loss of Social Activities 

3. Distracted Minds & Loss of Creativity 

 

Since technology is incorporated into the young individuals' lives, examine what innovation means for them decidedly and contrarily. To begin with, it 

has helped adolescents to achieve what was once in the past not feasible. They can make correspondence productively and adequately. Moreover, in 

education, it has helped in research and students share their learning thoughts through dynamic interest in online conversations. Then again, it has 

adversely influenced the young people. This is on the grounds that it has initiated consideration shortfall and made digital divines just as convoluted the 

existence of adolescents. It has harmed training on account of changed educational values and shared practices of young individuals. This is on  the 

grounds that students invest quite a bit of their energy in watching sexual shows. Also, it has changed their writing styles.  This is on the grounds that 

students have created unclear abbreviations and shortened forms accordingly coming about to terrible showing in learning organizations. 

Conclusion 

Science and Technology expects vital part in putting everything in order their life and employment and this consequently will help our country. As in 

not really far off future youth will expect power over the reins of the country, by then they should think about science and technology provided in their 

weapons store so they are ready for any kind of challenge and they could work for the types of progress of the country. So to wrap up I should say that, 

science and technology are the sheer establishments of youth, by implication are the foundations of countries' turn of events and progression. 
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